
Wireless mouse Dareu LM115G 2.4G 800-1600 DPI (white) Ref: 6950589913052
Wireless mouse Dareu LM115G 2.4G 800-1600 DPI (white)

Dareu LM115G Office Mouse
The Dareu LM115G wireless  office mouse is  perfect  for  everyday use.  It  will  be perfect  for  both at  work and at  home.  The 3-step DPI
adjustment  will  allow  you  to  adjust  its  operation  to  your  needs,  and  the  ergonomic  design  and  light  weight  of  about  70g  provide
extraordinary comfort of use.
 
Discover the advantages of a wireless connection
The 2.4G wireless connection guarantees convenience and reliability. Thanks to it, you will enjoy the freedom of movement and stable
signal transmission you dream of. You won't be limited by a cable that is too short and snags on other items on your desk. You also do
not have to worry about problems with poor quality or loss of connection.
 
Adjust the mouse sensitivity to your expectations
The sensitivity of the mouse can be adjusted in the range of 800/1200/1600DPI.  These are optimal values that will  meet the needs of
most users. The LM115G will  prove to be indispensable in your everyday life. It  will  allow you to operate your computer smoothly and
comfortably - when you are working and when you are browsing the Internet for interesting movies, the most important news or funny
pictures.
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Enjoy the comfort of use
The symmetrical, ergonomic design of the mouse makes it extremely comfortable to use. The device fits perfectly in your hand and does
not strain your wrists - so you can use it for many hours without getting tired. Lightweight and compact - suitable for any office or home.
 
Brand
Dareu
Model
LM115G
Color
White
Connection
Wireless 2.4G
Range
About 10m
Sensor
PAN3212
DPI
800/1200 (default)/1600
IPS
30
ACC
10G
Number of buttons
6
Weight
70±5g
Dimensions
59x107x38mm
Power supply
1x AA battery (included)

Preço:

Antes: € 6.4944

Agora: € 5.50

Acessórios para computadores, Mouse, Keyboards
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